CPP a.k.a Captain Pickel Pants was on patrol when he heard the sound. “Boom... Ksshhh.” The evil master, Tiny and his two assistants Big and Fat were at it again. CPP speed all the way towards the sounds and when he arrived he saw a time machine called 3000. CPP got inside the time machine and flew all the way back in time. CPP felt himself start to transform. All of a sudden, CPP was a baby again but he still had his adult super power.

It took thirty-five days, but baby CPP finally found and captured Tiny. Unfortunately, his assistants, Big and Fat, are still out there.

CPP used his super vision and soon spotted Big and Fat at the Museum. CPP caught up to them quickly, captured them and took them to prison for a long, long time. People called CPP a hero and named a special holiday after him.